■A third party agent monitors and oversee the operation
Personal Information Protection Commission was created to ensure the appropriate handling the personal
information (including My Numbers) paying attention to the usefulness. It monitors and oversees efficiently and
effectively by giving instruction, advice and checking timely and appropriately, so that the My Number will be
appropriately handled in the administrative agencies and private companies.

■Guidelines are available for easy-to-understand explanations on the handling of My Numbers
Various concerns have been expressed about the My Numbers, such as “the possibility of tracking of personal
information and information leakage to outside,” “the possibility of financial damage from spoofing using
someone else’s My Number” and many other concerns.
To ensure the appropriate handling of specific personal information, the My Number System employs various
protective measures.
Personal Information Protection Commission created easy-to-understand guidelines with explanation about
these protective measures and their interpretation using specific examples.
The guidelines are based on the interviews and discussions with administrative officers of private businesses
so that My Numbers are appropriately handled at administrative sites.
In addition to guidelines for business operation, there are also guidelines for finance-related companies, public
administration and regional public organizations.

■Please clearly specify the purpose of use when requesting My Numbers
Requesting and using My Numbers for purposes other than those stipulated by law is prohibited. Even if
permission is granted by the relevant individual, it is illegal to request or use the My Number of another person
for purposes other than those stipulated by law.
When obtaining My Numbers from employees, the legally permitted purpose of use must be clearly set forth,
and announced or disclosed as such to the relevant individuals.
When the My Numbers are to be used for multiple purposes, such as tax withholding slip of salary income,
pension, medical insurance or employment insurance, these reasons can be given together.

■To prevent spoofing, perform identity verification in a strict manner
Verification of individuals by number only creates the potential for spoofing, therefore the Japanese system
does not permit the use of My Numbers as means of identification. In addition to checking the accuracy of the
number, identity must be verified to ensure that the individual is the rightful owner of the number.
Procedures undertaken by proxy require confirmation with (1) a copy of the relevant individual’s family register
by a statutory agent, or power of attorney by mandatary agent to validate the individuals that will be executing
the operation, (2) identification of proxy, and (3) the My Number of the relevant person.

■ID and My Numbers are required for verification
The My Number Card held by employees enables confirmation of number and verification of the individual.
As a rule, employees who do not have My Number Cards need to be verified with the notification card mailed
to them in October 2015. However, notification cards does not have ID photos and are not sufficient for
verification of the individual, therefore, individuals need to present photo ID such as a driver’s license or
passport to have their identity verified.
Examples are given for difficult-to-handle situations. Detailed decisions have been made regarding
documents that will require the Numbers and verify identity.
Additionally, if users can definitely identify the individual through their employment relationship (*), there is no
need to submit documents for verification. Please refer to the especially set up My Number page on the
Cabinet Office website, and on the National Tax Agency website for more information about identity
verification.

(*) If actual users of the specific My Number can definitely identify the individual (tax related situation)
When the user is the person who confirmed the identity at the time of establishment of the employment
agreement, or those equivalent to that, consciously perceives and clearly confirms that the number provider is
the same person as the owner of the My Number by the notification card or personal identification matters
raised in the documents written in the Ordinance Article 12, paragraph (1), item (i), or Rule Article 3,
paragraph (1) a personal identity matter confirmed by measures written in the items of Rule Article 3,
paragraph (1), items.

■There are cases in which My Numbers of dependents are required
There are comments about what to do for verification of employee dependent identities when their My
Numbers are required for administrative purposes.
In regard to the submission of Declaration of exemption for dependents and others, employees are responsible
for submission to their employers, and the responsibility to verify the identity of dependents falls on the
employees. Private businesses are not responsible for verifying the identity of employees’ dependents.
On the other hand, in regard to the submission of the Application for Category III of the National Pension,
dependent individuals are responsible for the submission, and employees must verify the identity of
dependents with the My Numbers. There are two ways to verify identity, then.
(A) When employees become the proxy for dependents
In this case, when My Numbers are submitted through dependents → (My Number) → employee (as proxy to
dependent), there is no need to verify identity.
Next, when My Numbers are submitted through an employee (as proxy to dependent) → (My Number) →
Company, the identity of the employee (as proxy to dependent) must be verified by the company (Verify
authority of proxy + ID of proxy + check My Numbers of employee)
(B) When employees become the proxy for the company
In this case, when My Numbers are submitted through dependents → (My Number) → employee (as proxy to
the company), the employee (as proxy to the company) verifies the identity of the dependents (check My
Number + ID)
If My Numbers are submitted through employee (proxy to the company) → （My Number） → company, there is
no need to verify the identity of the dependents.

■There are restrictions to the use, provision and collection of My Numbers
Firstly, the range of use of My Numbers is limited to social security, tax and disaster response, as stipulated by
current law. My Numbers can only be requested when required for the preparation of documents related to
social security and taxation.
It is not possible, for example, to use the My Numbers as employee or customer numbers.
Request for My Numbers are limited to the purposes permitted by law.
For the application of certificate of income and tax withholding, employees provide their My Numbers along
with their dependents’ My Numbers to the business owners.
As a rule, My Numbers are requested when the relevant administrative task arises; however, it is possible to
request My Numbers when foreseeing administrative procedures that require the provision of My Numbers.
Collection of specific personal information is limited to circumstances recognized by law.
Taking notes on, printing out, and copying another person’s My Number are considered collection, and merely
receiving My Numbers is not considered collection.

